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When one sees in Moscow's streets the multitudes
waiting in queues for food, the spell cast
Revolutionary
rhetoric fades, and one
the sinister force behind
it--the brutal intolerance of differing optnton that has
banished hundr-eds

honastdouater-s aBd nOD-CORformists to far-away parts of th:e land, or
fates even

worse. Then/the brigllt sr.'([)mJLS"e .•
lighten the gloom of today" andoae
and again, Why this haste? Why.· the
four? Why not in six, in seven,
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ever had sought to aemeve
under such crucial c:lre:i,\.Inlst:'a.Bee'~s:·.tJli;
Why this r-elentless driv:,e
known'speed, who are only'

and who need time to . .
. I~I
t·IlEtIBls:e'l¥,e;s·
to attain mastery over its intricate workings? Why not
a more leisurely pace, instead of this breath-taking
forced march to the socialist land of pr omtse ?
I turned for enlightenment to persons of 'importance.
I shall relate my conversation with one, of them, who
voiced the sentiments of the group that is at present in
power.
"Every anima.. i,' 'he began, "has its sense of smell
whichwarns it of dangers ahead. We have our sense of
smell, our class-consciousness, which warns us of
dangers .ahead. "
"Just what dangers?" I demanded.
"F
,boycott. The attempt to stop our exports
tells its own story. There can be no double meaning to
this attempt:
we cannot sell, we cannot buy, can we?
That is the simplest law of economics, and the time may
come when we shall be barred not only from selling but
from buying in the outs ide world. Yes, even America
may not want toaell usanythingv-not an engtne, not
_ _ '. ..... -

(Contmued on Inside of backeover)'
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we as a nation are
battlefields-e-enemies who have
planet IS too small for us both,
are
with the problem of how to deal with them
have conquered thern, To judge from past
ence, we must externlinate' them completely,
guarantee our future freedom frorn attack.
This is no new dilemma that we, as a nation,
ourselves confronted with.
is as old as the
man
race. It is the same problem that every nation
or large, has hacl to consider since the beginning
time. The reason it involves the entire globe
merely because man has so conquered space
world has now become small, 1"'11e solution
age-old problem was offered us long
a man
wh o m we remember as the Prince of Peace.
Most
us know too little
this Ulan and
teachings.
think we do, individually and
ally; but collectively and as a nation, we have assiduously ignored
m.
a nation, we have developed a policy of selfish.. .
instead
a policy of goodwill.

have said
curselves-e-t'We
our
trade with our poor and less fortunate neigh bors,
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are born of selfishness,

T to enjoy a prosperity based
h ips ' If we do, \ve deserve
our euermes,

·oy a prosperity based upon a
rdships ?
if we want to be a rackea bully; and only while it lasts. N 0 to earn our way and impose on no man,

co

so t

over
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individuals, we ask not hing better than an opearn our way,
ut: our politicians have,
smooth
merits, told us that we must be
permitted them to so manage
th e nation that no neighbor nation can
· h us · hout 'paying tribute to the tax
actually perrnitted pressure groups
-II
rough Cong-ress to disown and cast off
hat
upon us for protection, and
up as a
e natiol1-( the Philippines)
ion" we can be rid of their
making a living.
nothing new
th e issue of "tariff protection"
i 11 a terrible war,
e Civil War was fought
s
proposition. TIle South believed
right to trade s surplus farm products
"Manufacturing North" be-
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of England seem
be
the question. I f
Irish call
and stuffs, and silks, and linens,
and books,
so as to
land than the . . . . . .
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th is good for the
are not manufacturers. And will 110t
manufacturers
yes share the benefit.
cottons are cheaper,
other rnanufactur ers
wear
will save
that article;
so
the res
call be
much cheaper from Ireland, (which
bought
lackstone there for twenty-four
it was
sold ill Eng land
four guineas), is 110t
110t

to

a 11d to learning...."
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and
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ow, we
end
that same policy
selfishness.
fighting start
the war

a continuation
e nations we are

N
things that we normally have
pluses of. Now we are at
DE
OUR RIGHT
0 KEEP
D STROY
SE SU
ES. For we have
actually had such surpluses of food materials that
our political leaders told us we must destroy them to
prevent our own people from starving,-( really not
starving, but t.o prevent the owners of those surpluses
from suffering from ','too low a price"). What do you
think the Prince of Peace thinks of this picture?

o

Has. a protective tariff that stopped our owners of
bloated stocks of foodstuffs from selling their property to foreigners really insured their prosperity? Is
not that tariff the very thing that caused their distress! Certainly, it is the one thing that caused
distress among those foreign countries that wanted
those foodstuffs and had other goods to trade for it.
th is mew World War the sides are lined up in
terms of who have the facilities to produce foods
and raw materials and those who have not. You and
have not had the opportunity to realize how the
nations prevent
the present enemy
.getting the necessities of life. We have
enjoyed such a surplus that we never knew
was
be so harassed, Only the resident of
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r st, we must adopt a national policy of
RA
That is a bitter pill, but onlyTor those
WIlO have been enjoying a special privilege that has
no place in a democracy, When we adopted a tariff,
we clestroyed th e industries of our neighbors, and
b uilt our o wn , but at th expense of our own consu m ers.
lien we remove the tariff, we destroy those
ind u st ries, our neighbors build up theirs, and our
consumers get lower prices.
have
increase
produ cno n on ot h er lines of goods that are to be
traded for tile incoming goods, dollar
r dollar.
end result is benefit fOT both our neighbor and us,
for the basic principle of any commercial transaction
is benefit for 1) 11 parties. But we have dislocated
business
putting on tariffs, and dislocations are
inevitable ill taki
them off.
Such a measure
11 offer a square deal
our
South
merican Ir iend s. who otherwise are
ly justified in looking at us with suspicion, for
our relations
11
ern have
based upon our
selfish poli
of "o ne
C0111111
gold
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for our goods. Gold that we cannot use, that really
means a refusal to sell at all, for we refuse to again
part with the gold money we get. Such a miserly
national policy is incredible; it is exactly what
Shakespeare had in mind w h en he created the character of Shylock. It is the absolute antithesis of the
principle Jesus Christ gave the world.
Our failure to do this means that we fail to have
faith in the practicability of the Golden Rule. And
when Christ said we must have faith to be saved, I
think He meant that we must have faith in His
principles-faith enough to put them into practice.
And our failure to have that faith, and to actually
put it into practice, is the reason we are faced with
Hell today. For it is certainly Hell to have to concentrate our whole civilized power to the destruction
of human beings who individually would far rather
be friends than enemies.
I t will not excuse us to say that those enemies are
111 ilitaristic monsters that must be destroyed to save
our "way of life." We FIRST set up a :MONSTROUS
ECONOlVIIC POLICY that caused the economic
oppression of those people who are now indifferent
to our problems, like the Irish, who refuse to join
in the war, or which incited the enemy peoples to
des perate measures that have resulted in their acceptance of that monstrous military program of destruction that we are now turning against them in
sel f-clefense.
When we make peace, it camnot possibly be permanent unless we are able to put into practice in that
peace agreement the "Price of Peace"-terms that
give us all the same opportunity to live and do business with each other. These principles of free trade
have always been supported by such unselfish
.patriots as Benjamin Franklin and Cordell Hull.
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see
of restraints against
e
that, once accepting t h e wisrlo m
out corn promise
trade, will be necessary
by
until we have regained our
our indifference, are
most as
SIns
economic oppression as the misguided planners and
promoters of the tariff schemes to become
sp erous
at our neigh bars' expense.

Cordell H ull,as I recall, said so me
the choice of the American voter b
and free trade was an intelli
determine his future welfare,
and lost. Maybe it is unfair
chance to make the choice, in view
sentations macle by the S11100th
tainly lost, and is now
TIle voices of the gentlemen
strong then, In contrast to
saw the danger
the inj
can arouse enough of our
now seems worth so
kind of a sacrifice.
e tragedy'
for less than nothing. High
cost our foreign friends their
also raised our own collective
the few.,
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we can

no o rgamzation
0 lead us
r
litical sanity , ·
e clergy will wake up. Will
? If not,
is file to start a new denomination
for
ose who desire
actually apply and practice
the teachings and principles of the "Prince
Peace."
There are a rernarkab ly few persons who are really
bent on taking advantage of
eir fellow men.
the rest are potential prospects for such a
movement.

contritntt ion to the "Council for Permanent
Peace" tw, by Royal
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Hearing words like these, one
dismayed and
roras
overwhelming
how
them. It is well enough to reason
,
economtc slump world over, the deliberate renumanon
of Russian trade unthinkable, and the possibility of
armed crusade against the Soviets even more
Bot Moscow, with its
ertropmed class-consctousness,
cannot and will not read any other meaning into

to stop imports of Russian

and lumber

America, and into the world-wtde cry
Russian .dumping. Deep.. down in their hearts
Moscow Communists do not
will against the Soviet Union,
their pet obsession that the 'VUIo""' .....
draw Russ ia into ombatfavorable
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